Rapid high resolution two-dimensional electrophoresis of human sperm proteins.
An improved protocol has been developed for two-dimensional gel analysis of human sperm proteins through the application of recent technical advances. Advantages of this protocol consist of increased resolving power, reduced processing time, enhanced reproducibility of staining patterns, and applicability to small quantities of protein. Technical improvements include determination of optimal protein loading (20 micrograms/gel), development of a reliable tube gel casting system, and application of minigel technology. In this study over 500 proteins were resolved with molecular weights ranging from 12,000 to 105,000 and isoelectric points from 5.0 to 8.5. This is a three-fold improvement in resolution over earlier results. A single operator was able to generate two-dimensional gels of multiple samples in less than one day. This rapid high resolution technique should facilitate further investigation of human sperm proteins under normal and pathologic conditions.